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1. Colour in the picture

THE COLOURING BOOK
THAT TURNS INTO
A CARTOON
with the free app

2. Take a photo

3. Like magic, the picture comes to life!

trailer
itunes Store http://apple.co/2dA9Zcu
Google Play http://bit.ly/2dZfQvd

Between 1,000 and 6,000 unique users per day
8 million cartoons generated

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEwIX6v8n1U

Five reasons to love it
1. Take a photo of yourself and feature in your own cartoon
2. Record yourself and talk with the characters in your video
3. See your name appear as a creator in the credits
4. Watch your cartoon in another language
5. Share the film on social media in one click from the app

licence

licence

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK – THE LITTLE PRINCE
AUTHOR Antoine de Saint Exupéry
HARDBACK 40 pages
BLINKBOOK APPLICATION free
DIMENSIONS 30 x 21 cm
PRICE 22 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 16 pages to colour in
- 16 animated drawings
- 1 page = 30 seconds of animation
- 8-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! The drawing is animated

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - LITTLE NIChOLAS

THE LITTLE PRINCE
After cleaning up his planet and protecting his rose,
the Little Prince sees wild birds migrating and decides
to go along to discover new planets. He discovers
planets with a king, a vain man,
a drunkard, a businessman, a lamplighter and
a geographer before arriving on Earth.
“Draw me a sheep” says the Little Prince. It all
starts in the desert with a pilot, a snake, a fox and
a three-petaled flower...
A philosophical tale wonderfully transformed into
an animated cartoon.

AUTHORS Sempé & Goscinny
HARDBACK 40 pages
BLINKBOOK APPLICATION free
DIMENSIONS 30 x 21 cm
PRICE 22 euros

TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKtnEsYeKkk

HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2.Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3.Magic! The drawings come to life
and tell you a story

DESCRIPTION
-1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
-16 pages to colour in
-16 animated drawings to create
-1 page = 25 seconds of animation
- 2 x 4 minute videos

2019: 60TH anniversary of Little Nicholas
THE "BOUILLON" The teacher is absent, so Old Spuds
takes charge of Nicolas and his classmates. But when
Old Spuds leaves the classroom, nothing happens as
it should...
THE FOOTBALL A group of friends meet at an empty
field for a football match. When it’s time to pick teams,
everyone starts to run and fight. It’s total chaos!
“So, what are we going to play?” shouts Alceste. But
where is the football?
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9W2jOQUZM8

licence
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ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - ONCE UPON A TIME...LIFE
LICENCE Procidis, Hello Maestro
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 18,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 16 drawings to colour in
- 16 animated drawings to create
- 8 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! You’re watching your own cartoon.

2019 : 40 years of Hello Maestro ®
THE BODYGUARDS
“Our worst enemies are minuscule creatures:
bacteria, viruses, poisons and toxins. Luckily,
we’re here to protect you: we’re the bodyguards!
B lymphocytes, T lymphocytes, granulocytes,
macrophages and lots of others! We’re also known
more simply as white cells.”
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJqgMkyjkH4

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - les p’tites poules
CO-PUBLISHED with Pocket Jeunesse
AUTHORS Christian Jolibois & Christian Heinrich
PAPERBACK 16 pages
BLINKBOOK APPLICATION free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 12,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
-1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
-8 pages to colour in
-8 animated drawings to create
-1 page = 30 seconds of animation
- 4-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2.Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3.Magic! The drawings come to life
and tell you a story

2020 : 20th anniversary of Les P’tite Poules

THE DAY I HAVE A BROTHER
“Why don’t I have a little brother?” sighed Carmelito.
Like his friends, he wants to play leap-chicken and
Wiggly-Worms with a little brother! Before his dream
can come true, his friend Pedro the Cormorant
suggests something incredible…
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJqgMkyjkH4

héros

docu / arts

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - THE SMURFs
AUTHOR Peyo
ALBUM 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 20 euros
DESCRIPTION
-1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
-16 pages to colour in
-16 animated drawings to create
-1 page = 25 seconds of animation
- 2 x 4 minute videos
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! The drawing is animated

FLYING SMURF
“Look at that bird! He’s so lucky! When a danger smurfs,
he just flies away! (…) Ah! If Smurfs could fly…I want to
be a flying Smurf!”
THE SMURFETTE WHO WANTED THE MOON
“I smurfed a big decision! I’m going to get married to
one of you! (…) I will marry the first Smurf who’ll get me
the moon!”
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdq9H3GKlQM

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - pompeii
CO-PUBLISHED with the RMN
AUTHOR Fanny Ducassé
ALBUM 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 12,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 4 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

2020 : Pompeii Exhibition at the Grand Palais, Paris
POMPEII
A gladiator parades around, surrounded by actors
wearing masks, a freed slave in his store, a cock fight…
Here you are in the lively streets of Pompeii! Two
thousand years after Vesuvius erupted and submerged
the city, embark on a journey to discover this mysterious
place. Take a selfie to meet the people who lived there
and visit their beautifully decorated houses… Then
record your voice to take part in the theatre performance
and let out a cry of glory for the gladiator.
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DNGgw8tkug

Arts
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ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - LEONARDO DA VINCI
CO-PUBLISHED with the RMN
AUTHOR Lucas Harari
ALBUM 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 12,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 4 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

LEONARDO DA VINCI
A genius of the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci was
passionate about all the arts as well as the sciences.
Bring his greatest works of art
and inventions back to life, such as the Vitruvian Man,
the Mona Lisa and not forgetting his wonderful flying
machine, also known as the Ornithopter.
BONUS
Just like Leonardo da Vinci, write coded mirror
messages! Find out what you wrote in your cartoon.
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLJzQguBmmA

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - TOULOUSE-LAUTREC
CO-PUBLISHED with the RMN
AUTHOR Aline Zalko
ALBUM 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 12,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 4 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice.
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC & THE CIRCUS
The circus artists come to life beneath the tent.
Clowns, elephants, acrobats and circus performers
get ready to go into the ring. Toulouse-Lautrec is there;
he can see them. He draws them from memory.
You too can colour in these fascinating characters
and discover a world of movement and colours.
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfRJCoy61DM

arts
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ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK – Monet
CO-PUBLISHED with the RMN
AUTHOR Aurore Callias - Aline Zalko
ALBUM 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 13,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 4 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

IN MONET’S GARDEN
Claude Monet, renowned French artist from the second
half of the 19th and early 20th century, liked to paint the
colour of the air and the changing light. Like the impressionist painters, he would set up his easel outdoors and that
was where he produced most of his works.“I want to paint
like the bird sings”, at one with the movements of nature…
With this book and the BlinkBook application, you can
transform your colouring book into an animated cartoon!
Then take a selfie and record your voice to enter the world
of Monet’s paintings. The paintings come to life; the characters come out of their frame where you can find them in
a field of poppies or in Monet’s garden
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pot7FK5tF4M

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK – Van Gogh
CO-PUBLISHED with the RMN
AUTHOR Aurore Callias - Aline Zalko
ALBUM 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 13,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 4 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

WITH VAN GOGH
A painter who loved colour, was misunderstood and
often considered mad, Vincent Van Gogh was one of
the greatest artists of the 19th century. He invented
a painting style with bright colours that was highly
expressive. He liked to observe reality so that he could
distort it better. “Instead of trying to replicate exactly
what is before my eyes,” he said, “I use colour […] to
truly express myself.” In this book, discover the life
of the painter, his inspiration, his travels and some
quotes taken from his lengthy correspondence. With
the free application BlinkBook, transform your colouring book into an animated cartoon to travel from Arles
to Auvers-sur-Oise. Take a selfie, record your voice and
become a character in Van Gogh’s paintings!

Arts

arts

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - PICASSO
CO-PUBLISHED with the Pompidou Center
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 9,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
-1 drawing - 30 seconds of animation
- 4 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon.

PICASSO
Creating is a means of expression. For Picasso,
“freedom to paint is the freedom to release a part
of yourself.” His works are filled with life. He created
spontaneous shapes, which came from within him.
By remaining close to his inner world, he detached
himself from the realist representation of the world.
In this Animated Colouring Book, one page = one work
of art = one emotion.
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfRJCoy61DM

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - matisse
CO-PUBLISHED with the Pompidou Center
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
ALBUM 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK gratuite
DIMENSIONS 30 x 21 cm
PRICE 12,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
-1 drawing - 30 seconds of animation
- 4 minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon.

2020 : Matisse Exhibition at the Pompidou Centre
INSIDE THE ARTIST’S STUDIO IN VENCE
Throughout his life, Henri Matisse studied the use of
colour and the art of drawing. “All I thought of was making my colours sing,” said the painter. Matisse drew
inspiration from his studio and everything around him:
a fishbowl, plants and flowers, shells and statuettes…
and of course, light. Through drawing, painting or cutouts, he was looking for the best way to give his emotions a voice. For Matisse, “creating is expressing what
we have inside ourselves.” In this Animated Colouring
Book, discover what inspired the painter, sketch your
self portrait and colour in Matisse’s works.

fairytales
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ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - THE ARABIAN NIGHTS

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - ANDERSEN’S FAIRY TALES

AUTHOR Jeanne Macaigne
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 23 x 33 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros

THE ENCHANTING WORLD OF THE ORIENT
Discover the wonderful world of the Arabian
Nights, through the adventures of Aladdin
and his magic lamp. An animated journey that
sparkles with eastern charm!

AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSION 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros

DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 16 drawings to colour in
- 16 animated drawings to create
- 8 minute video

TRAILER
https://youtu.be/kwGp1rldeZY

DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 2 tales, 8 illustrations to colour in per tale
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 2 fairy tales = 2 full 4-minute videos

HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2.Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice.
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! The illustration is animated!

TWO OF ANDERSEN’S FAIRY TALES
The Ugly Duckling and The Nightingale,
two realistic fairy tales that take place in
an imaginary world; two stories about identity,
and which feature among Hans Christian
Andersen’s greatest works.
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZuX5VCNvx8
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ANIMATED COLORING BOOK - LA FONTAINE’S FABLES
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 5 fables, 3 to 4 illustrations to colour in per fable
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 5 fables = 5 full videos
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3 Magic! The illustration is animated!

FIVE FABLES
Learn about the classics in a fun way by creating
your own animated illustration:
- The Fox and the Crow
- The Lion and the Mouse
- The Milkmaid and Her Pale
- The Ant and the Grasshopper
- The Bird in Borrowed Feathers
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7ViA-O8odg

ANIMATED COLORING BOOK - LA FONTAINE’S FABLES
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 5 fables, 3 to 4 illustrations to colour in per fable
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 5 fables = 5 full videos
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3 Magic! The illustration is animated!

FIVE FABLES
Learn about the classics in a fun way by creating
your own animated illustration:
- The Tortoise and the Hare
- The Fox and the Stork
- The earthen Pot and the iron Pot
- The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse
- The Frog and the Ox
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WU0SgInclE

documentary

fairytales

ANIMATED COLORING BOOK - RUSSIAN FAIRY TALES
AUTHOR Élisa Géhin
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 2 tales, 8 illustrations to colour in per tale
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 2 fairy tales = 2 full 4-minute videos
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! The illustration is animated!

TWO FAIRY TALES
The Golden Fish A tale about the pitfalls of anger
and greed. An old fisherman catches a small gold
fish. This little fish asks him for mercy in exchange
for granting his wishes.
Masha and the Bear A story about the victory
of patience and cunning. A mischievous little girl,
captured by the bear, manages to trick him and
escape to freedom.
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9qzVzM-jnI

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK – HOW WE TRAVEL
AUTHOR Emmanuelle Houdart
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 16 drawings to colour in
- 16 animated drawings to create
- 1 8-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of the drawing with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

2019 : 50th Anniversary of the Moon Landing
HOW WE TRAVEL: FROM THE EARTH... TO THE MOON
Follow the adventure of two friends who, from
motorbike to truck to boat to bicycle, then from train
to hot air balloon and airplane and rocket, travel
around the world and go on a trip to the moon! On
every page of the book you will find fun facts about how
we travel. Did you know that the bicycle used to be called the “running machine” because it had no pedals?
Or that the first living things to have flown in a hot air
balloon were a duck, a cockerel and a sheep?
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Hgp2LRddfQ
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> 350 000 World

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - THE SEA
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 16 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 1 8-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! The illustration is animated!

WILDLIFE FOOTAGE!
Colour in the pages of your book and discover
the hidden talents of the animals in the sea:
the flying fish uses its fins to soar out of the water,
the cormorant plunges and free-dives under the water
to hunt, the deep-sea shrimp squirts out luminous,
colourful ink to trick its predators...
An educational, poetic and musical colouring book
to discover the wonders of sea life.
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEwIX6v8n1U

ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - animals
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 32 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 33 x 23 cm
PRICE 17,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 16 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 1 8-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! The illustration is animated!

WILDLIFE FOOTAGE!
Colour in each page and then make your own
animated films using the free BlinkBook app.
The app brings each picture and every page to life.
Watch your pictures move and discover fascinating
facts about some incredible animals. It’s magic!

documentary

Adult & child
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ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK - DINOSAURS
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 30 cm
PRICE 9,90 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 8 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 1 4-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2. Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
3. Magic! The illustration is animated!

WILDLIFE FOOTAGE!
From the fearful predator to the peaceful herbivore,
dinosaurs lived on Earth for almost 200 million years.
Discover the different species with patterned skin,
frilled necks, spiked backs, crests,horns, bills, fangs,
claws... Some even used their tail as a whip or a club.
In this ancient world, where even the birds have teeth,
could there be a...toothless dinosaur?
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVnYLUtzjYI

PARENTS AND CHILDREN CAN COLOUR IN TOGETHER!
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 48 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 21 x 27 cm
PRICE 10 euros
DESCRIPTION
- The left-hand page is for parents
- The right-hand page is for children
- 1 BlinkBook application
- 2 illustrations to colour in and animate
with BlinkBook

COLOUR IN, PLAY AND DISCUSS
This is the first colouring book that lets you:
- design the car of your dreams while your child
draws the real-life version,
- colour in a duckling while your duckling colours
in the mother duck,
- draw the job you wanted to do when you were
a child, while they draw what they want to be when
they grow up,
- play the cowboy while they play the Indian. With
this colouring book, you can bring your worlds
together, swap your pencils and share your memories
and dreams...
The perfect opportunity to communicate through
play and grow up together.

MAGIC COLOURING BOOK FOR RAINY DAYS
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 17 x 21 cm
PRICE 5 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 6 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 1 2-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2.Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice.
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

A MAGIC COLOURING BOOK
that transforms into a cartoon where the coloured-in
toys come to life and dance to music by Tchaikovsky.
After colouring in and taking a picture of your
illustration, record your song, photograph yourself
and become a character in your own cartoon using
the BlinkBook application.
A colouring book that will keep you entertained as you
laugh and play during a rainy day!
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx26KKwCTJk&f
eature=youtu.be

MAGIC COLOURING BOOK FOR FUN ON THE TRAIN
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK 16 pages
APPLICATION BLINKBOOK free
DIMENSIONS 17 x 22 cm
PRICE 5 euros
DESCRIPTION
- 1 book & 1 BlinkBook app
- 6 drawings to colour in
- 1 drawing = 30 seconds of animation
- 1 2-minute video
HOW IT WORKS
1. Colour in a drawing
2.Take a photo of it with BlinkBook
and then take a selfie and record your voice.
3. Magic! You’re a star in your own cartoon!

A MAGIC COLOURING BOOK
that transforms into a cartoon where
the coloured-in animals sway their hips to swing music!
After colouring in and taking a picture of your illustration,
record your voice, photograph yourself and become a
character in your own cartoon.
A colouring book to keep you entertained, daydreaming,
laughing and playing on the train, plane, in the car
or for any other journey. Also works for waiting rooms!
TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5WRHHHA5-g

Adult

Adult

DOODLE BOOK FOR ADULTS WHO GET BORED AT THE OFFICE
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
ALBUM 48 pages
DIMENSIONS 17 x 22 cm
PRICE 7,50 euros

GET HAPPY AT WORK
This is a doodle book that well help you:
- to draw a line under your problems,
- to kiss up to the boss in secret,
- to finally take a healthy cigarette break
- to answer back to your boss and leave your
colleagues gobsmacked,
- to love your blue moods,
- to have a catnap...
It will also guarantee you a boost in popularity in your
company. Now your colleagues will be eager to come
to your office for a good doodling session.
Also highly recommended for those who are stressed
out by their job. They’ll find the ideal way to let off
some steam.

DOODLE BOOK FOR ADULTS WHO DREAM OF ANOTHER WORLD
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
ALBUM 48 pages
DIMENSIONS DU PRODUIT 17 x 21 cm
PRICE 7,50 euros

IT’S TIME TO BREAK FREE, DARE TO:
- say no,
- free yourself of your millstones,
- hammer your fists on the table,
- mind your own business,
- break out of the mould,
- give your boss the elbow,
- set up your own company...
This will make it easier to do whatever you want:
have a makeover, blow someone off,
stand someone up or just stop throwing your
oar in. Pick up your doodle book, listen to the
call of the sea and put up your sails!

Adult

OFFICE FLYERS
AUTHOR Claire Faÿ
PAPERBACK112 pages
DIMENSIONS DU PRODUIT 16 x 11 cm
PRIX 8,50 euros

SAY IT WITH A SMILE!

With OFFICE FLYERS, we offer you a new way of
communicating in a fun way with images.
FLYERS to post in your office that say everything
you’ve always wanted to your colleagues. Flyers
to say what you’re thinking.
Statement flyers or satisfying flyers that create
good vibes to ease the tension in plenty of situations.
- “I agree with your idea because it was
mine first.”
- “Down with farewell present kitties”
- “I’m an intern, so that means cheap labour”
- “Don’t forget to polish my shoes”
- “I’m the boss”

contact us!
claire faÿ

Author and founder
claire@editions-animees.com
margot beck-pinault

Foreign Rights
margot@editions-animees.com
blinkbook app

blinkbookcontact@gmail.com

